
also seem to presume a cause and effect relation
between the presence of C pylon gastritis and
dvspepsia. 'rhe evidence that gastritis causes dvs-
peptic symptoms is controversial." Gastric biopsy
is essential for diagnosing C pyloi gastritis, but
whether it should be performed routinely in
all patients with dyspepsia without ulceration is
another matter. Should gastritis and the presence
of C pylo i in such patients be regarded as causing
their symptoms and an indication for treatment
with regimens to combat C pylori? Until the answer
is available any suggestion for performing routine
gastric biopsy in patients with dvspepsia without
ulceration should be regarded as premature.

'rheir conclusion that "endoscopy is unhelpful
in patients with dvspepsia if endoscopic biopsy
specimens are not taken routinelv" is also mis-
leading. As they state, most organic lesions that
account for dyspepsia are found at endoscopy.
Although biopsy is essential for diagnosing Cpylori
gastritis, we believe that routine endoscopic
biopsies in patients with dyspepsia without ulcera-
tion should be recommended only if patients are
being entered into controlled trials.
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AUTHORS' REPLY,-In reply to Dr R Upadhyay
and colleagues, our patients had a median age of 43
years.
We agree that the association of Campylobacter

pylon with gastritis and the sensitivity ofendoscopy
for detecting gastritis have been documented; as
Dr Upadhyay and colleagues state, however, the
relation between C pylori associated gastritis and
dyspepsia w~ithout ulceration is not clear and has
not been well documented. The stated aim of our
study was to understand this relation and not to
compare endoscopy with specific tests for Cpyloni.
We gave the sensitivity and the specificity of each
test as they are relevant information.
We find it difficult to understand how Dr

Upadhyay and colleagues could believe that we
presumed a cause and effect relation when we
clearly stated: "It is not clear how commonlv
gastritis associated with C pylorn occurs in dyspepsia
without ulceration and whether the presence of C
pylon' results in different symptoms."? 'rhe first
question is clearly: Is C pylori associated gastritis a
cause of dyspepsia without ulceration? The answer
will become available only by looking for C pylor
in patients with this condition and appropriate
controls. The second question is: How reliable is
endoscopic appearance in detecting gastritis? We
calculated how often endoscopy could detect gas-
tritis and believe that "eye balling" the antral and
gastric mucosa is unacceptable as it has a positive
predictive value of only 52%YO and a negative

predictive value of 38%0. Gastritis is not of course
necessarily the cause of the symptoms, but it is
only by performing such studies that this will be
determined. We therefore undertook a double
blind placebo controlled prospective trial, which is
nearly completed, in patients who have dyspepsia
without ulceration and who are normal on endo-
scopy but have abnormal histological features. On
the other hand, in a non-trial setting, we believe
that it is reasonable to give such patients a
therapeutic trial of appropriate treatment, perhaps
even including psychiatric assessment, rather than
further invasive investigation.
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SIR,- In their description of 107 dyspeptic patients
in whom endoscopy showed no organic lesion
Dr D Vaira and colleagues made the not entirely
surprising discovery that the sensitivity, specificity,
and predictive values of histopathological tests are
superior to those of endoscopic appearances in
diagnosing conditions that are invisible to the naked
eye.' These authors go on to make the extraordinary
and unsupported statement that endoscopv is
unhelpful in patients with dyspepsia if endoscopic
biopsy specimens are not taken routinely.
What do these authors mean by helpful? Do they

mean that a research study of the prevalence of
gastritis associated with campylobacter cannot be
made without histopathological examination? This
may not be true; the urease breath test is probably
accurate enough for these purposes. Do they
mean that the clinician is unable to formulate
an appropriate management plan without full
histopathological information? There is very
little evidence to show that the clinical course or
symptomatic response in non-ulcer dyspepsia is
affected by distinguishing between a normal and
an inflamed mucosa. Although Rokkas et al have
reported a small, short term study of the beneficial
effects of bismuth treatment on symptoms in
dyspepsia negative on endoscopy,2 longer term
studies suggest that the clinical course of this
condition is benign and that most patients recover
spontaneously.'

In a further study of 226 dyspeptic patients with
negative results of endoscopies who were followed
up for a minimum of two years we were able
to confirm that non-ulcer dyspepsia follows a
benign clinical course and that in most cases the
svmptoms resolve either spontaneously or after
short term treatment with antacids or antisecretory
drugs. Important gastrointestinal events during
the follow up period were rare and affected
only five patients. Consultation rates for gastro-
intestinal problems in the study group fell signifi-
cantlv after endoscopy (from 2-6 (SD 1 7) per year
to 0 97 (1 3) per vear, p<0 001), and there was also
a substantial fall in drug prescribing, both for
gastrointestinal drugs (2-1 (1 9) to 0 97 (1 5)
prescriptions per patient per year, p<0001) and
for all drugs (4 7 142) to 3 6 (3-6), p<001).
Do Dr Vlaira and colleagues mean that the endo-

scopy is unhelpful for the patient? We are given
virtually no information about the patients or the
clinical context in which this study was conducted
and have no idea whether the histological findings
influenced subsequent management and outcome.
It seems likely, for instance, that a substantial
number of the patients in whom abdominal
bloating was a prominent symptom had some kind
of functional bowel or motility disorder rather than
having symptoms directly related to their gastritis.
Without follow up information about the impact
of the histopathological findings on recovery
and relapse of symptoms, statements about the

helpfulness of the investigation to the patient are
meaningless.
The implied recommendation in this paper is

that endoscopic biopsy in all cases of non-ulcer
dyspepsia is mandatory. Perhaps Dr Vaira and
colleagues should pause to consider that, on the
basis of figures obtained in one hospital with a
sophisticated resource management system in
the endoscopy unit (C W Venables, personal
communication), adding biopsy procedures to a
standard oesophagogastroduodenoscopy increases
the cost of the procedure by about £73. If treatment
with acid suppressing agents or bismuth is then
recommended as a result of these findings, for
which the clinical correlates remain spurious, the
hidden cost of an already unnecessary investigation
escalates further.

Performed and reported in isolation from a
recognisable clinical context and with no reference
to relevant published reports, this study provides
only a partial view of the subject; a comparison of
clinical outcomes in normal endoscopies with and
without routine biopsy might clarify the issue.
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Risks of AIDS among workers
in the "sex industry"
SIR,-It may well be that "homosexual prostitutes
are, in many large cities, not far inferior in number
to the females who are engaged in heterosexual
prostitution,"' but in our recent review of pub-
lished work we found only 10 scientific papers on
male prostitution that had been published since
1980. The report by Ms R M Thomas and col-
leagues' is therefore welcome as it considerably
increases knowledge on this subject, although
despite the title what they estimated was the risk of
HIV infection, not AIDS.
Nobody knows how many sex workers there

are in any society, and attempts at categorising
behaviour patterns have often been bedevilled with
cultural bias, population selectivity, and inability
to corroborate independently reported behaviour
patterns. The "sex industry" includes not onlv
people who provide sexual services for money but
also the unknown, probably large, number of men
and women who offer sexual services in return for
drugs, food, accommodation, etc. This group is
particularly difficult to study and probably does
not use existing services well. The data of Ms
Thomas and colleagues, for example, show that
only 109 of 205 respondents had sought medical
advice over an unspecified period, highlighting the
need to provide services targeted at this group. At
our clinic we run specific clinics for both male and
female sex workers, offering various services in
conjunction with outreach organisations. In our
experience male sex workers seem to be less likely
to attend clinics than their female counterparts.
We believe that "snowballing" as a method of
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